LAW AND DISRUPTION

Program

Sciences Po Law School
7th Graduate Conference
20 June 2018

13, rue de l’université 75007 Paris
Paris, France

https://scpolawconf.wordpress.com/

Registration required here

Welcoming of participants

8h30-9h00

Introductory session

9h00-10h00

Room Claude Erignac

Keynote speech:

Glenn COHEN

Professor of Law at Harvard Law School,
Petrie-Flom Center for Health Law Policy, Biotechnology & Bioethics

on

“Law and Ethics at the Cutting Edge of Medical Disruption”
Business Disrupted
10h15-12h45
Room Claude Erignac

Moderator:
Gregory Lewkowicz, Professor (Université libre de Bruxelles, Perelman Centre)

Alvaro Fernandez de la Mora (University of Oxford) – Freedom of expression: a disruptive force in trademark law, or the pathway to stability?

Akram el Mejri (Université Paris VIII) – Les enjeux de la disruption juridique : l’exemple de la société par actions simplifiée

Ceciel Nieuwenhout (University of Groningen) – Energy aggregator’s disruption: the role of law in disruptive innovation in the energy sector

Giacomo Tagiuri (Bocconi University) – Revisiting the role of EU law in processes of social and cultural dislocation: evidence from retail markets

Discussion

Lunch break:
13h-14h30
Room Jean Moulin

Conference by Pr. Ratna Kapur (IDW event)
“Gender and human rights: seeking freedom beyond the liberal imaginary”
The European Union and Disruption

14h30-17h00

Room Claude Erignac

**Moderator:**

**Loïc Azoulai**, Professor of European Law (Sciences Po Law School)

**Luigi Lonardo** *(King's College London)* – EU cyberdiplomacy law: security aspects

**Bojana Vitanova** *(University of Oxford)* – European Business Regulation in the Age of the 4th industrial revolution

**Mariia Domina Repiquet** *(University of Strasbourg)* – Does EU law serve as an appropriate instrument for preventing financial disruption?

**Marta Anne Tekla Kartawik** *(University of Oxford)* – Internal market rules as a disruption to sporting autonomy

**Marco Antonio Simonelli and Francesco Perticari** *(University of Leiden)* – L’Europe se fera-t-elle dans les crises? A proposal for a new concept of European financial stability

**Discussion**

Disruptive Innovation

14h30-17h00

Room J211

**Moderator:**

**Emily Jones**, PhD, Lecturer in Law *(University of Essex)*

**Hugo Ruggieri** *(Panthéon Sorbonne Paris I)* – Catalyser la disruption par le droit : l’exemple blockchain

**Nkechikwu Valerie Azinge** *(University of Warwick)* – Bitcoin regulation? The imperfect knowledge of identities and the money laundering risk

**Madeleine van Oss** *(Oxford Brookes University)* – Artificial intelligence for legal aid

**Vassilios Copetinas** *(University of Oxford)* – Digital disruption and competition law: beyond privacy, the solution of quality and democratic functioning of our institutions

**Discussion**

Coffee Break

17h00-17h15
Social Disruptions and the Law
17h15 -19h45
Room Claude Erignac

Moderator:
Tomaso Ferrando, PhD, Lecturer in Law (University of Bristol Law School)

Daniel Matthews-Ferrero (College of Europe, Warsaw) – The age of disruption and the end of history
Menaal Safi Munshey (University of Cambridge) – Hybrid Justice Systems in Fragile States
Tien-hsin Wang (Munich Intellectual Property Law Center) – Is intellectual property disrupted by algorithms that feeds you information in an era of fake news?
Rolando Seijas B. (Cambridge University) – Fake news, laws and democracy
Michael Siu (Cambridge University) – The unresolved question of Hong Kong and the constitutional game changers

Discussion
&
Concluding remarks by Tomaso Ferrando

Cocktail
20h00-21h00
Room 410T